
DEOLINDA. 
Mundo Pequenino (Small World). 
 
Can it be true? The last time they released something new – the band, not just her as the 
band’s guardian persona – they sang about misfortune and a life bruised by indifference 
and bureaucracy, by the vocabulary of pragmatists and by the "grecer's" bill. During a 
period of agitation, Portugal needed an anthem in the form of ‘Parva Que Sou’ (Fool 
That I Am). The song was timely (can you remember how often it's been sung, whether 
by teachers or students or teachers and students?), also honest and independent: if they 
had wished to ride this song's ensuing wave of opportunity, today the Deolinda would 
be the sideshow for rallies, rather than wholehearted musicians who are able to rouse 
public conscience, one of the self-imposed missions of their return. 
 
Their return also raises a doubt that surfaced from the very beginning: in resuming a 
dialogue that has gained momentum since they released ‘Canção ao Lado’ (The Song 
Next Door) (2008), did they now produce a danceable song? “Arreda a mesa e vem 
daí/Já somos nós quem manda aqui/Vamos lá pôr isto a cantar/E quem não canta e está 
praí/A fazer tempo pra sair/Que nos dê espaço para dançar” (Push back the table and 
come on/We're now the ones who rule here/Let's get the song going/And those who 
don't sing and just hang out/Killing time to get out/Let them give us room to dance). But, 
wait?! It's called ‘Algo Novo’ (Something New), and you can believe it summarises this 
whole ‘Mundo Pequenino’ (Small World), only if the latter hadn't left clues and signs 
for so many distinct paths. In any case, it's optimistic. Or maybe not: it's merely good 
humoured and stubborn, like so many times before, but never so masqueraded, elegant 
and intelligent. Want to have a look? “Quem aqui passa/vê que a festa continua/e cada 
um de nós tem algo a decidir/Eu, contigo, hei-de pôr isto na rua/que eu também 
sinto/que o melhor está para vir” (Whoever passes by here/sees that the party is still 
going/and each one of us has a decision to make/I, with you, will take this to the 
street/because I also feel/the best is yet to come). We have conversation. And we have a 
party. 
 
I believe there is no better way to surprise than this: to reaffirm. For those who want to 
get away from the “baile mandado”, (a sort of square dance), there's nothing like 
dancing however we like. And whoever is waiting for ‘Mundo Pequenino’ to be an act 
of contrition for Deolinda, you can discard that notion. Neither contrition nor 
contraction: they maintain their profile that some, with other frames of mind, would call 
"ideological purity", character features, a certain behavioural instability (this record is a 
roller coaster, an American dream, an African message, a Castilian fury, an Italian 
serenade, a French passion, with the advantage of being increasingly more Portuguese) 
and a disproportionate and unabashed pleasure arising from songs that become part of 
the collective consciousness – if that sort of thing even exists… – the Deolinda grow, 
grow a lot, carefully but spontaneously for the sake of the day-to-day adventure of being 
musicians and of needing an openness to expand, to the extent that they have proven, 
step by step, that they have not lost sight of their starting point. They have risen so 
much they could even defend that the ‘Mundo Pequenino’ (Small World) is the one 
beneath them and, if they were that kind of people, they could manipulate and pervert 
without anyone noticing it. Fortunately, they are honest despite all the irony and tricks 
peppering the album that, I ask you to believe once again, will serve as a manual for 
happy survival during hard times. And it will take us to places even more stimulating 



than they had – and we had – reached with ‘Dois Selos e Um Carimbo’ (Two Postal 
Stamps and One Rubber Stamp) (2010). 
 
If we had to think through other parameters, it would be said that the Deolinda are 
following the most modern and daring economic theories, not merely translated hymn 
sheets which are popping up here and there: in a time of crisis, they invest. In a time of 
austerity, they diversify. In a moment of affliction, as we've already seen, they sing in 
defence of happiness. To the extent that, without selling their soul to the devil or 
accepting to adulterate their language codes, they search for a foreign partner who 
enhances their music without thwarting their fundamental convictions, that converses 
without imposing, that suggests without regulating. I'd wager two to one that Jerry Boys 
– the man who, sitting at an audio mixer and much more, helped Ry Cooder to boycott 
the boycott against Cuba, and consequently gave us the splendorous revelation of 
Compay Segundo, Omara Portuondo, Eliades Ochoa, Ruben Gonzalez and all the other 
youthful elders that orchestrated the Buena Vista Social Club, music of heartaches and 
splendours that did not deserve to be stranded on an island and much less forgotten – he 
was, most of all, a loyal advisor, a genie in a bottle, ready to fulfil all the wishes of the 
Deolinda. And what did they desire? We can presume it was this challenging voyage, 
which allowed them to overflow with more talent and more instinct and more 
knowledge in each song, stubborn, assured, vibrant, for which they needed a wise and 
helping hand. One of this album's greatest merits is truly paradoxical: the limitations of 
the instruments associated to the band (acoustic guitars, double bass) disappeared on the 
first assault and, in a dozen scales, nobody remembers how “this” used to be. Where is 
the paradox? From the first to the last moment, there isn't one occasion, one space, one 
beat, one inflexion that is not immediately associated to Deolinda. That's quite an 
achievement. 
 
As if the leap forward weren't enough, there's also the "product diversification" (here's 
where they have no mercy), another emancipation – although their close relation to 
Fado was never a burden, not even this relation escapes the exceptional "ethical 
cleansing" of Deolinda's third album. They do not repeat, even if they insist. They do 
not forget, even when they innovate. They do not play around, even when they jest. 
They don't get lost, even when they seem to go in other directions. Perhaps, because all 
of this, they are able to portray style characters – the protagonists of ‘Semáforo da João 
Vinte e Um’ (Traffic Lights of Pope John XXI Avenue) that only by accident can come 
together at the same intersection, and of ‘Pois Foi’ (So it Was), which we all know at 
least a version of it – with delightful exercises that, one of these days, some lucid and 
attentive teacher will use as a delightful stepping stone to explain what seems arid and 
null – the ultimate case of ‘Concordância’ (Agreement). Deolinda's urban irony was its 
weapon from their early days when they were still a minor act. What makes their 
capacity to renew the repertoire, so sensitive in the undisguised sensuality of ‘Doidos’ 
(Lunatics), in the camouflaged intrigue of ‘Não Ouviste Nada’ (You Heard Nothing) 
(with emphasis on the collaboration of António Zambujo), in which the narrators 
forsake their proverbial neutrality and jesting for the delight of being able to prove and 
provoke the script's "poison" in the amazing and yet so simple portrayal of ‘Há-de 
Passar’ (It'll Pass), a mirror for so many persons who never dare to go beyond muteness, 
when they could and should scream. 
 
There is ‘Musiquinha’(diminutive of music), of course. An irony more sorrowful and 
more influenced, between the liberated and the alienated. It's curious to confirm that, 



from a musical perspective, it's one of the treatises expounded here without mishaps. 
And there are two moments that will inflame and excite many of Deolinda's concerts, 
even when diluted among other types of less catalytic and touching songs. One: ‘Medo 
de Mim’ (Fear of Me), a thrilling production, an exemplary firsthand experience but 
decidedly transmissible, which is necessarily the case of songs we can wave like flags, 
starting as a personal story but evolving to a general alarm. Brilliant. Two: ‘Balanço’ 
(Balance), perhaps the strongest gift of the vocalist Ana Bacalhau, a message from a 
mother to a child in a time of dire silences and very unnatural limitations. We will hear 
opinions about it, and soon. Lastly, what is first heard: ‘Seja Agora’ (Let it Be Now). 
And once again youths toying with the plurality of meanings, with the layers of 
interpretative reading, with the levels of involvement. A simple message or a deep-
rooted declaration? Each one will choose his or her own immersion. But it won't be 
indifferent to this: “Nós havemos ambos de encontrar/um destino qualquer/ou um 
banquinho bom para sentar/Vai ser tão bonito descobrir/que no futuro só/quem decide é 
a vontade/Tem de acontecer, porque tem de ser/e o que tem de ser tem muita força/E sei 
que vai ser, porque tem de ser/Se é pra acontecer, pois que seja agora". (We will both 
find/some type of destiny/or a good bench to sit on/It will be so beautiful to 
discover/that in the future only/desire will decide/It must happen, because it must 
be/and what must be is very powerful/And I know that it will be, because it must be/If 
it's going to happen, let it be now). 
 
It was what had to be, this blessed album in whose shadow we are protected (from 
forgetfulness, from despondency, from fatality), to whose light we delightfully expose 
ourselves (to passion, force, concentrated magic). However, if you want to keep treating 
them as a "phenomenon" or as a "revelation", please don't stop there – the Deolinda are, 
in our chapel of egos and blindness, a vitamin and a revolution. Make us smile, cry, 
dream, think, struggle or simply start everything anew; do whatever they do, they do it 
with so much sentiment that they make us take notice. Figurative, of course, since here 
the arts are never martial. I leave you one last warning: within ‘Mundo Pequenino’ 
(Small World) there is an unsuspected and infinite universe. With room for all of us, in 
comfort, but restless. 
 
Fan? Yes, I am. And to declare it, let it be now. How smart I am… 
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